Enrollment goals? Surpass them with Student Financial Success.

CampusLogic delivers SaaS technology that helps colleges and universities remove barriers in the financial aid process. A team of dedicated Student Financial Success professionals work with nearly 800 schools to increase enrollment, retention and graduation rates with the most comprehensive suite of Student Financial Success products.

Working together, this suite of solutions is your top ally in the fight against financial friction, the #1 blocker standing between your students and degree completion.

Institutions break through financial friction with streamlined processes and thoughtful workflows. We call that Student Financial Success, and it’s a reality for millions of students served by institutions across the country.

See how our solutions will support your team, too.

Learn More

CampusLogic’s suite of Student Financial Success solutions include:

- **StudentForms**
  Higher ed’s leading automated financial aid platform

- **ScholarshipUniverse**
  Streamlined scholarship management and matching software

- **CampusCommunicator**
  The clarifying communication tool for every student

- **VirtualAdvisor**
  A next-generation AI-powered advising solution

- **RaiseMe Enrollment**
  The early engagement tool for recruitment and enrollment

- **ClearCost**
  A personalized net price calculator

- **SponsoredScholar**
  A gap-closing emergency funding solution for students